MALLORCA COAST TO COAST

One week of great cycling in Mallorca
When you travel by bike the experience becomes different. A new little challenge and adventure every day. That is what we propose to you.

Mallorca from the north to the south. From the “Serra de Tramuntana” mountains to the flat and sunny South with its virgin beaches. A Cycle touring trip around the most exciting spots and villages of the island and the opportunity to see Majorca on a bike, in a 7 days and 220 km.

A perfect combination between sport, culture, relax and gastronomy

Accommodation in a 6 different small and charming country Hostels and Hotels, with a very friendly and warm service. All of them bike friendly accommodations.

Back-roads out of the traffic, passing through the most beautiful paths of the inland of Majorca.

ROUTE DATA

**TYPE:** Cycle touring selfguided from place to place

**TOTAL DISTANCE:** 220 km. 6 stages

**LEVEL:** Medium

**DURATION:** 7 nights 8 days
PROGRAMME OF THE TRIP

DAY 1    Welcome day

Arrival to Palma city airport and transport to Port de Pollença. Delivery of the bikes, bike equipment and roadbook, at the same Hotel. Also we’ll make a briefing of the stages and, time to questions and doubts.

Accommodation: HOSTAL PARÍS (PORT DE POLLENÇA)

DAY 2

1st Stage    Port de Pollença – Cap Formentor – Port de Pollença

40 kms of a wonderful mountain road with the best views of the sea. From the lighthouse of the cape is possible to see the Minorca island

Port de Pollença is an authentic little coastal town which has good services and restaurants. Nearby you can enjoy the blue water of Pollença Bay and Cala st Vicenç

Distance: 40 km

Accommodation: HOSTAL PARÍS (PORT DE POLLENÇA)
Short and calm ride along the Pollença Bay, with the possibility to make it longer, visiting “S’Atalaya d’ Alcúdia”. A perfect day to walk around Alcudia and its historic centre.

Alcudia as well has all kind of services like bank, restaurants, medical center, shops. Etc

Distance: 10km + 20km (Visiting s’Atalaya d’Alcúdia)

Accommodation: HOSTAL “FONDA LLABRÉS” (ALCÚDIA)
DAY 4

3rd Stage  ALCUDIA – LLUBÍ

Nice route of 35 km passing through beautiful flat back-roads, surrounded by fields of crops and almond trees. The first stage that goes into the rural part of Mallorca, far away from the tourist circuit and the beach.

Distance: 36 km

Accommodation: HOTEL DE LA VILA (LLUBÍ)

Llubi is a picturesque rural village, up to the hill. It has shops and restaurants. Mustn’t lose the opportunity to take a look at it’s little centre.
DAY 5

4th Stage . LLUBÍ-SANTUARI DE CURA

Great ride with flat and hill. 34 kms of paths in the middle of crops, vineyards or nice almond trees. To end the day, there’s a five km port to climb up to the Sanctuary. Once you arrive, the view is just awesome. Mallorca in 360º, like you have never seen before.

Distance 35 km

Accommodation: SANCTUARY OF CURA

The hostel has a restaurant, and they serve very good typical Majorcan dishes
A ride of 48 kms, most of the time in descent. The route passes through Porreres, which is a beautiful village, famous for the cellars and its wine production. Looking around it’s possible to contemplate big fields of vineyard and awesome rural “Fincas”

Arrival in Portocolom, probably one of the best places to spend a night by the sea. Portocolom is calm and traditional, it’s the second biggest natural port of the Balearic Islands. Just around the port, there are good little beaches to have swim after the cycling day.

**Distance:** 48 km

**Accommodation:** HPC HOTEL PORTOCOLOM
DAY 7

6th Stage  PORTOCOLOM – COLONIA SANT JORDI

Throughout we ride along the coast that offers the possibility to stop at one of the several beaches like: Portopetro, Cala Mondragó, S’Amarador, and finally already in La Colonia Sant Jordi, the famous beach of Es Trenc.

Distance: 38 kms

Accommodation: HOTEL COLONIAL (COLONIA SANT JORDI)

There’s a good excursion by bike to CAP SALINES. The southeast cape in Mallorca.

DAY 8. Departure.

Transport to the airport
THE BIKES

Trekking bike men/women (21 Gears) or Race bike

Helmet + kit reparation + pump

Optional: Saddle bags

PRICES & BOOKINGS

Price per person (2013-2014)

575 euros

It includes:

7 nights and breakfast in small charming country Hotels and Hostels

7 days of rent a bike (Trekking bike 21 Gears)

Assistance on the road

Roadbook or GPS with the route.

Extras price (per person)

Professional guide 90 euros/day (for all group)

Transfer airport 40 euros (two ways)

Luggage transfer from Hotel to Hotel 18 euros/day

Road bike + 85 euros/ week

Single room Consult

Saddle bags 20 euros

Bookings:

welcome@o2-bike.com

+34616534500

www.o2-bike.com

Dates

From 1 Mars to 15 June and from 16 September to 30 November

Consult if you want to travel from 16 June to 15 September
PICTURES OF THE TRIP
ACCOMMODATIONS

SMALL AND CHARMING HOTELS OR HOSTELS

Hostal París
Port de Pollença
www.hostal-paris.com
Fonda Llabrés  (Alcúdia)  www.fondallabres.com

Hotel de la Vila  (Llubí)  www.hoteldelavila.com
Santuari de Cura (Randa)  www.santuarioscura.com